ABSTRACT: For the problem that there will be many factors and they may influence each other while do the effectiveness evaluation of weapon system under complex weather conditions, this paper constructs the model based on MAS(Multi-Agent System) for the effectiveness evaluation of weapon system under complex weather conditions, we focused on the effectiveness evaluation of weapon system and retrodicting the factors about the meteorological environment which influence the effectiveness of weapon system, established the transfer function between the factors of meteorological environment and the description of the effectiveness evaluation of weapon, convert the effectiveness evaluate of weapon system to the description of the related influencing factors about the weapon, realized the parameter transformation about the effectiveness evaluation of the weapon system. We introducing the fuzzy function to solve the problem that many factors influenced the efficiency of the complex system and constructed the membership function under multiple factors. According to the experiment, this model may improve the descriptive effect of the weapon system effectiveness under the complex weather condition.
INTRODUCTION
Battlefield environment, such as the dynamic changes of meteorological environment, geographical environment and electromagnetic environment, it will have an important impact on the combat efficiency of weapon system, so establish the battlefield environment model for evaluating the effectiveness of weapon system has a very important military significance. For the mode [1] proposed in literature 1, although it may describe the environment factors concretely, but it can't reflect the interaction between various elements, the description ability is relatively simple, and it can't reflect the interaction of multi factors. Literature [2] referenced an ontology concept, put forward a battlefield environment model based on context ,this method formed the context based on the elements of mutual influence in battlefield environment, for this method ,it can enhance the elements abstraction hierarchy, but it can't describe the different categories of factors influence each other, and also this method need more prior knowledge, so it can't adapt the requirement of the system. This paper based on the effectiveness evaluation of weapon system, retrodicting the impact factor of battlefield weather environment .After analysis the abstract environmental Agent, we building a battlefield weather environment model based on MAS and explore the influence of the battlefield environment on the operational effectiveness about optical reconnaissance equipment. This model uses the hierarchical analysis method, it achieve the main elements of the hierarchical decomposition by describing the communication and coordination about the sub-Agent we mentioned. This method may reflect the connect and influence about the elements more accurately. In this paper, we use the performance evaluation of the visible light reconnaissance system as an example, adopting the modeling method based on MAS to establish system model, analyzing the influence of the meteorological environment on the system effectiveness of visible light reconnaissance for its operation.
CONSTRUCTION OF MAS MODEL

The complexity analysis of battlefield weather environment
Take the optical reconnaissance system as an example, its combat effectiveness may be influenced by the meteorological environment, and the visibility is the main factors which restrict the effectiveness of visible light reconnaissance system. Paper [3] pointed out that visibility is affected by atmospheric extinction coefficient, chemical composition of aerosol and meteorological factors etc. However, these factors are dynamic changed under different conditions, such as atmospheric composition, aerosol composition, temperature, wind speed and so on. Therefore, the model we constructed need not only classifies, depolymerizes, extractes, describes and polymerizes the factors, but also enhance the accuracy of description, it must consider the multi side, multi-level and complex characteristics of the model we established to improve the adaptability of it. We established a model based on MAS for meteorological environment of battlefield, and decomposed the polymerization factors into sub Agent by classificating, depolymerizing, extracting, describing and polymerizing, it may accomplished the problem beyond the individual Agent through the communicated between sub-Agent [4] . In this paper, we focus on the performance evaluation of optical reconnaissance system, and build a meteorological environment model based on MAS.
Construction of meteorological environment model based on MAS
We constructed an effectiveness evaluation model based on MAS shown in Figure 1 .In this model, we focused on the demand of optical reconnaissance system effectiveness evaluation, we regard the Optical system efficiency as the object Agent and established the sub-Agent modeling for it. We established the meteorological environment Agent, the basic elements Agent and characterization Agent under the object Agent, it may decomposed and abstracted the factors in the process of the evaluating the fighting efficiency of the reconnaissance system under the complex battlefield weather environment, it many improve the accuracy of the description. Meteorological environment Agent is the representation of meteorological environment decomposition in general, we may established the fog, rain, snow and other sub-Agent for it, but these sub-Agent may influenced by the temperature of atmospheric, the humidity, the moisture, atmospheric particulate matter concentration, diameter and other factors, we choose the atmospheric moisture content(AM),average diameter of water droplet(AD),particle concentration(PC) and particle diameter(PD) as the basic elements Agent for the system. And the performance of optical reconnaissance system play is mainly limited to atmospheric visibility(AV), atmospheric extinction coefficient(AE),atmospheric transmittance (AT) and other factors, so we use the three factors to establish the characterize Agent. For the basic elements Agent, we may calculate them by the related model. In this way, the hierarchical decomposition is completed, and the meteorological environment model based on MAS is constructed.
The communication of the meteorological environment Agent
In some literature, it provides the evaluation and analysis about the optical reconnaissance system effectiveness under different meteorological environment, but in table 1,it can be seen that the Agent of me teorological environment derived from the basic elements Agent was fuzzy, and there may existed the weather conditions that the rain accompanied by fog, so it is difficult to calculate the concrete Agent of the meteorological environment Agent, and also, it is difficult to determine which model is appropriate for solving the effectiveness evaluation of the optical reconnaissance. In this paper, fuzzy function is introduced to determine the meteorological environment Agent, and regard it as the decision condition of optical reconnaissance system. The basic elements of Agent can be acquired by the sensors, we regard it as the input X ,by the basic elements Agent in Figure 1 ,we may get the function:
The n in the function above is the number of samples.
According to the weather elements listed in table 1, and combined the analysis of function (1) and (2), we can construct membership functions, it is shown in figure 2. And the atmospheric moisture content in foggy weather conditions can be determined by the following formula: 
In the same way, we can constructed
Assuming that AM, AD, PD, PC are independent, the above four physical quantities can be used as the coefficient of membership for the calculate of the Characterization Agent
Use the performance assessment of visible light reconnaissance system as an example, according to the abstract extraction of the efficacy mentioned above, we use the visibility parameters as the characterization Agent for the efficiency, we use is AV describe it, and according to formula (3),we can get the computational formula shown as follows: (4), we can use the calculation formula of visibility under the corresponding conditions. Combined with the research of this paper, we need to calculate the visibility under fog and rain conditions respectively. With a review of the literature [5] ,for the calculation of 1 is AV in the fog conditions, we use the method which Haohua Tang mentioned, it use the droplet diameter (AD) and the atmosphere containing water (AM) to describe the visibility:
In this formula [6] ,1.25 is an empirical coefficient; For the rainy conditions of visibility solution, we use the formula which Gultepe etc. mentioned in the literature [9] ,it use the Atmospheric moisture content (AM) and the particle concentration (PC) to describe the visibility:
In formula (6), a and b is the correlation coefficient. For this, we can use the first 40% of the experimental data to calculate it , and use the formula to calculate te last 60% data.
For the same, wen can calculate the description function of atmospheric extinction coefficient(AE),the description function of Atmospheric transmittance(AT), and we may use them to evaluate the efficiency of other optical reconnaissance equipment.
ALGORITHM ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION
For the simulation, we use the data mentioned in the literature [7] .In Figure 3 , it shows the observed value and the calculated value about fog with rain condition.
Calculated value
Test value Figure 3 . The observed value and the calculated value about fog with rain condition According to the figure 3, we can see that the calculated value under our mechanism is near to the observed value, so we can conclude that our mechanism has strong adaptability.
SUMMARY
In this paper, we established a model based on MAS for the effectiveness evaluation of weapon system under complex weather conditions. We established four sub-Agent: object Agent, meteorological environment Agent, basic elements Agent and characterization Agent, and we decomposed the factors about the efficiency of weapon system, it may enhance the accuracy of the characterization about the efficiency of weapon system. For the analysis of the multiple factors influence the efficiency of weapon system, we use the fuzzy function to determine the meteorological environment Agent and regard it as the decision condition for the efficiency of optical detection system, and it enhanced the adaptability of the complex weather conditions. Finally, we do the simulation about the evaluation of visibility light detection equipment, and the results proved that our mechanism has the great adaptability for the effectiveness evaluation of weapon system under complex weather conditions
